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1. Commoditization of Big Compute



Convergence to clustered, x86-64 Linux Systems
System Share by Architecture System Share by Operating System

System Share by CPU Architecture

Sources: 
- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TOP500
- https://www.top500.org/statistics/overtime/

● Linux is here to stay
● Clusters are here to stay

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TOP500
https://www.top500.org/statistics/overtime/


Convergence to clustered, x86-64 Linux Systems [cont]
System Share by Accelerator Family

Sources: 
- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TOP500
- https://www.top500.org/statistics/overtime/

● Linux is here to stay
● Clusters are here to stay
● CPU / Accelerator are diverse (again)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TOP500
https://www.top500.org/statistics/overtime/


Result of Convergence: Commoditization

● HPC Systems do not spearhead all the innovation anymore
○ Data Center: Hyperscalers (Google, AWS ,Facebook) redefine what large scale means
○ Systems: DevOps movement redefines how systems are operated
○ Software Dev: CI/CD and containers redefine how software is developed and released
○ Storage: 

■ Fast POSIX still HPC territory
■ Object store commoditized by non-HPC players

● The Linux Kernel is everywhere now and with that Linux Kernel Virtualization 
(a.k.a. containerization) is technically available.

● Scheduling in non-HPC is commodity(-ish); HPC scheduling not yet



2. Changes in Science



Paradigms in Science

D. Keyes, 2018

Data was also important as 
an input for a first principle 
simulation.

E.g. to verify generations of 
models (weather forecasts) 
by applying ‘hindcasting’.



The Computing Continuum

Source: Beckman, Beck, Dongarra, Ferrier, Reed and Taylor



The Computing Continuum

Source: Beckman, Beck, Dongarra, Ferrier, Reed and Taylor



Additional Inspiration in the context of BDEC2

“HPC and the Digital Continuum”
Daniel Reed

“Convergence of Big Data and Large-scale Sim.”
David Keyes

BDEC Website: https://www.exascale.org/bdec/

https://www.exascale.org/bdec/


3. The Rise of AI/ML



CPU vs GPU

AI/ML concepts are rather old. Two trends made it possible in recent years:

- Huge amount of data to work with due to cloud companies, smart devices and 
global services (Facebook, Google,...)

- Computational power of GPUs (accelerator cards) to crunch all the data 

CPU GPU

Cloud Services

Data Lake(s)

IoT



4. AI/ML Powered Convoy to Containerized HPC



Convoy from GPU to HPC
AI/ML workloads are going to encounter the barriers traditional HPC workloads have
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Convoy from GPU to HPC
AI/ML workloads are going to encounter the barriers traditional HPC workloads have

Beginner: Hardware acceleration with local storage & Image Lifecycle

Intermediate: Controlled access to POSIX file systems

Advanced: Distributed workloads using message passing
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a.k.a. HPC



Beginner #1:
Hardware Access via Scheduler



Device Access via Kubernetes Device Plugin

Device Passthrough:

● Available GPUs are mapped in, controlled by scheduler
● Auxiliary devices are mapped in, depending on use-case

Host

OS 
Kernel

GPU#1

GPU#2

Container 0

/dev/nvidia-uwm

/dev/nvidiactl

/dev/nvidia0/dev/nvidia0

/dev/nvidia-uwm

/dev/nvidiactl

k8s device plugin



Device Access via Kubernetes Device Plugin

Device Passthrough:

● Available GPUs are mapped in, controlled by scheduler
● Auxiliary devices are mapped in, depending on use-case

Host

OS 
Kernel

GPU#1

GPU#2

Container 1

/dev/nvidia1

/dev/nvidia-uwm

/dev/nvidiactl

/dev/nvidia-uwm

/dev/nvidiactl

/dev/nvidia0

Container 0

/dev/nvidia-uwm

/dev/nvidiactl

/dev/nvidia0/dev/nvidia0

/dev/nvidia-uwm

/dev/nvidiactl

k8s device plugin



Intermediate:
Data Access via POSIX UID:GID Pinning
or
Rootless Container Engine

(because it is a rather easy approach and not the focus of this talk)



Shared (File-) Systems

Process ownership needs to be transparent, as POSIX primitices are used for 
AuthZ/AuthN and the mapping might change depending on the environment.

● UID:GID ownership might be handled within userland or via user-namespaces, 
so that file access is managed via POSIX on a kernel level.

HostNFS

/home/alice
/home/bob

child 0.1

engine

process 0

child 1.1

process 1



Rootless Container Engine

+ runs dockerd unprivileged
- user mapping via offset
- misses some functionality

=> Needs more research / experimenting

Akihiro Suda will be at the ISC19 
“High Performance Container Workshop”
he is the guy behind rootless docker:

Make sure you attend!

https://medium.com/@tonistiigi/experimenting-with-rootless-docker-416c9ad8c0d6

https://medium.com/@tonistiigi/experimenting-with-rootless-docker-416c9ad8c0d6


While we are at it: Root Daemon

Container engine starts process on behalf of a user - like a resource scheduler agent
(even though resource schedulers have decades worth of experience, domain knowledge and optimization)

HPC Scheduler

shared system (HW/Data)

Container Engine

process1 process1

SWARM Kubernetes

shared system (HW/Data)

slurmd

process1 process1

provocative 
thought
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While we are at it: Root Daemon

shared system (HW/Data)

Container Engine

process1 process1

SWARM                  Kubernetes

provocative 
thought

Container Engine

process3

HPC Scheduler

Container engine starts process on behalf of a user - like a resource scheduler agent
(even though resource schedulers have decades worth of experience, domain knowledge and optimization)



Beginner #2:
Image Lifecycle & HW Match



Image Lifecycle needs Composability and Workflow

● Multiple phases in ML livecycle
● Modular Assembly of Software Stacks
● With drivers and growing set of 

hardware and software, curating these 
stacks is hard.

source: https://thenewstack.io/an-introduction-to-the-machine-learning-platform-as-a-service/

DockerCon EU 2018: Lessons in Using Docker to Close the Loop on Industrializing AI and ML Applications

https://thenewstack.io/an-introduction-to-the-machine-learning-platform-as-a-service/
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Image Lifecycle needs Composability and Workflow

● Multiple phases in ML livecycle
● Modular Assembly of Software Stacks
● With drivers and growing set of 

hardware and software, curating 
these stacks is hard.

source: https://thenewstack.io/an-introduction-to-the-machine-learning-platform-as-a-service/

DockerCon EU 2018: Lessons in Using Docker to Close the Loop on Industrializing AI and ML Applications

rl-tf110-jupyter:u16 rl-tf110-jupyter:u16-cuda8-cudnn6

...:u16-cuda9-cudnn7

https://thenewstack.io/an-introduction-to-the-machine-learning-platform-as-a-service/


Beginner #2:
Image Lifecycle & HW Match



Host-Agnostic vs. Host-Specific

Containers use Kernel-level isolation; being 
portable among many different systems as a 
result.
But the portability only guarantees executing, 
not performance.

Optimization for CPU architectures are only 
possible if they do not limit the execution.
avx512 is not necessarily available 
everywhere. Host

app
container FS

C
PU

kernel

/d
ev

/s
pe

ci
al



Platform Definition within OCI

The platform object within the “OCI Image Spec” differentiate 
the architecture by using $GOARCH.

But a container runtime can not pick a container tailored to a 
microarchitectures.

https://github.com/opencontainers/image-spec/blob/master/image-index.md

https://github.com/opencontainers/image-spec/blob/master/image-index.md
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Current State of Affairs

For the container to be portable, it needs to fall back 
to the lowest common denominator of the target 
systems.
Worst case: amd64 (x86_64).

bench

amd64

bench

amd64 skylake broadwell

entrypoint.sh



Current State of Affairs

For the container to be portable, it needs to fall back 
to the lowest common denominator of the target 
systems.
Worst case: amd64 (x86_64).

Some try to mitigate the problem by using an 
entrypoint, which chooses the appropriate binary at 
runtime.

But the image still needs to be changed every time a 
new hardware configuration is added.

bench

amd64

bench

amd64 skylake broadwell

entrypoint.sh



Current State of Affairs [cont]

Ideally each hardware configuration (in this example 
CPU microarchitecture) has its own image.

bench:broadwell

broadwell

bench:skylake

skylake

bench:generic

amd64

bench:kabylake

kabylake

Host1

broadwell

Host2

skylake

Host3

coffelake

Host4

ryzen

scheduler

? ?



Current State of Affairs [cont]

Ideally each hardware configuration (in this example 
CPU microarchitecture) has its own image.

Makes the “runtime problem” a “distribution 
problem”, the scheduler needs to be aware of the 
µ-arch.

And when facing unknown configurations, the 
system breaks or goes back to a default image.

bench:broadwell

broadwell

bench:skylake

skylake

bench:generic

amd64

bench:kabylake

kabylake

Host1

broadwell

Host2

skylake

Host3
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Current State of Affairs [cont]

Images optimized for different CPU µ-arch are picked by name.

As described in the previous slides.

$ docker run -ti --rm qnib/bench:cpu-broadwell
>> This container is optimized for: cpu:broadwell

$ docker run -ti --rm qnib/bench:cpu-skylake
>> This container is optimized for: cpu:skylake

$ docker run -ti --rm qnib/bench:cpu_broadwell-nvcap_52
>> This container is optimized for: cpu:broadwell,nvcap:5.2

broadwell

T
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e
4

Tesla M60

$ docker run -ti --rm qnib/bench:generic
>> This container is not optimized for a specific microarchitecture

coffelake
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Dynamic Manifest List FTW!

Manifest List provides choice via OCI  
“platform.features”.
Unfortunately this needs to be implemented 
by each runtime independently.

image: qnib/bench
manifests:
  - image: qnib/bench:cpu-broadwell
    platform:
      architecture: amd64
      features: [“cpu:broadwell”]
  - image: qnib/bench:cpu-skylake
    platform:
      architecture: amd64
      features: [“cpu:skylake”]
  - image: qnib/bench:cpu-coffelake
    platform:
      architecture: amd64
      features: [“cpu-coffelake”]
  - image: 
qnib/bench:cpu_broadwell-nvcap_52
    platform:
      architecture: amd64
      features:
        - cpu-broadwell
        - nvcap-5.2broadwell
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MetaHub to proxy normal Registry

To be agnostic in terms of the runtime and 
supervision engine, MetaHub will dynamically 
create a Manifest List depending on the token used 
to authenticate.

type1

engine
token: A

type2

engine
token: B

registry
type1

MetaHub
img

type2



image: qnib/bench
manifests:
  - image: qnib/bench:cpu-coffelake

image: qnib/bench
manifests:
  - image: qnib/bench:cpu-skylake  

MetaHub to proxy normal Registry [cont #1]

Metahub reduces the Manifest List down to what the runtime ‘needs’.
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image: qnib/bench
manifests:
  - image: qnib/bench:cpu-broadwell

image: qnib/bench
manifests:
  - image: qnib/bench:cpu_broadwell-nvcap_52

MetaHub



MetaHub to proxy normal Registry [cont #2]

Each machine type has a special credentials to 
login to MetaHub.

$ docker login -u qnib-type1 -p $PASSWD1 metahub.qnib.org
Login Succeeded

$ docker login -u qnib-type2 -p $PASSWD2 metahub.qnib.org
Login Succeeded

$ docker login -u qnib-type4 -p $PASSWD4 metahub.qnib.org
Login Succeeded

broadwell
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$ docker login -u qnib-type3 -p $PASSWD3 metahub.qnib.org
Login Succeeded
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MetaHub to proxy normal Registry [cont #3]

Thus, the runtime will download the correct 
choice.

$ docker run -ti --rm metahub.qnib.org/qnib/bench
>> This container is optimized for: cpu:broadwell

$ docker run -ti --rm metahub.qnib.org/qnib/bench
>> This container is optimized for: cpu:skylake

$ docker run -ti --rm metahub.qnib.org/qnib/bench
>> This container is optimized for: cpu:broadwell,nvcap:5.2

$ docker run -ti --rm metahub.qnib.org/qnib/bench
>> This container is not optimized for a specific microarchitecture
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FOOS FTW! MetaHub released.

https://qnib.org/2019/06/12/metahub/

https://github.com/qnib/metahub

https://qnib.org/2019/06/12/metahub/
https://github.com/qnib/metahub


CI/CD is King!

Do not start curating this 
manually. Good CI/CD to create 
specific images and aggregate 
them using Manifest List is what 
is necessary.



Thank you!



Bonus (networking discussions while in Barcelona)

1. Define a sane and simple first iteration on features
a. Use a subset of cpuinfo to identify

processor and use that.
b. Use simple matcher (exact match)

2. Pick example use-cases
a. Compute use-case to show perf.
b. non-HPC benefit (NGINX?, ffmpeg,... )

3. Let end-user explore what works best
a. let us not define it from the start

4. What are the limits?


